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Abstract: This paper proposes a method for estimating the load pattern for optimal planning of
stand-alone renewable microgrids and verifies when the basic data for microgrid design are limited.
To estimate a proper load pattern for optimal microgrid design when the data obtained in advance are
insufficient, the least squares method is used to compare the similarity of annual power consumption
between the subject area and eight islands in Korea whose actual load patterns were previously
obtained. Similarity is compared in terms of annual (every month), seasonal, bi-monthly, and monthly
averages. To verify the validity of the proposed estimation method, the applied proposed estimation
method is used for two islands that have already installed a microgrid consisting of photovoltaic,
wind power, energy storage systems, and diesel generators. In comparing the actual data from the
two islands, the costs of electricity in terms of microgrid operations show improvements of 37.2%
and 29.8%, respectively.

Keywords: microgrid; renewable energy resources; load pattern estimation; energy storage system
(ESS); optimal planning, zero energy network

1. Introduction

With recent concerns regarding large-scale centralized power supply systems using fossil
fuels, such as non-sustainability, safety, environmental pollution, and accelerating climate change,
new technologies are being developed to replace existing fossil fuels [1]. In addition, the massive
power outages in September 2011 in Korea have forced us to revise the large-scale, centralized power
production and supply plans that have been typical. Without a plan to control peak power consumption
through demand management, there is widespread recognition that there are limits to stabilizing the
power network through supply expansion and that there is a need for a shift in policy direction.

The most effective form of policy shift from this expansion of centralized power supply toward
distributed power, focusing on improvement in efficiency and demand management, is a microgrid,
which connects renewable energy sources such as solar power, wind power, and energy storage
systems (ESSs). As solar and wind power generation are complementary to each other in this microgrid,
effective power production and load response are possible [2,3].

Although wind and solar power generation take the form of complementary power sources,
the introduction of an ESS is essential in the construction and operation of a microgrid. Usually,
the larger the energy storage capacity, the higher the price, so it is important to determine the
installation capacity of the new renewable energy generation system and ESSs considering local
climate and load conditions in the installation area [4]. The imbalance between energy production
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and demand caused by a faulty design of energy systems, such as a microgrid, makes it difficult
to install optimized system capacity, thus increasing the energy production costs [5,6]. A microgrid
design based on incorrect or limited information could result in excess design or even several newly
constructed (and somewhat useless) facilities, which can result in significant losses in the form of cost
and duration of facility construction [7]. In this study, methodologies were developed to enhance
the reliability of the overall system design by supplementing the low accuracy of basic information
with assistance of big data treatment in the design of a stand-alone microgrid comprising renewable
energy sources and ESS. To reflect the difficulty of obtaining the necessary information in the design of
a microgrid, a system with an interdisciplinary integration convergence system was designed using
limited information involving load patterns of eight Korean islands for the first time. In the literature,
there is only one study on a method for estimating load patterns using an existing load pattern [8].
In this previous study, it was possible to design microgrid only if the detailed and diverse load pattern
data of various components in the microgrid (home, school, commercial facility, public facility, etc.)
were sufficiently detailed. This paper, however, proposes a method of designing a microgrid using
limited data based only on the monthly power generation of the island. The load estimation method in
this study is expected to reduce power generation costs by optimizing the design of a microgrid on
an island area through a simple process based only on the monthly power generation of the island.
In addition, several case applications are used to validate the newly proposed method.

2. Estimation of Load Pattern of Stand-Alone Microgrid

When building a microgrid with new and renewable energy sources, diesel generators, and ESS
in an island area, the only design data related to electrical load available in advance is the power
consumption listed on the monthly bill. Regarding power generation of renewable energy, insolation
and wind data provided by the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) are used. Although it is
natural to ensure that the basic data are precise for the stable design of a microgrid system, in reality,
it could not be infinitely enhanced. However, at least one hour of data must be available. The solar
generator, wind generator, and ESS capacity are designed considering the operation schedule of the
configuration-operated plant using the limited information [9].

2.1. Review of Existing Stand-Alone Microgrid Design Cases

Through the content of the business plan used to carry out government-supported projects
that supersedes some parts of power standards of domestic islands by using renewable sources and
ESS, we analyzed the existing modeling methods. The target island is A, which is located in the
South Sea. The basic data obtained for the design include geographical data (such as longitude and
latitude), weather data (such as average daily solar radiation and average monthly wind speed), power
consumption data (such as maximum and average power), number of power-bearing households,
and population. Based on these limited data, when building an existing stand-alone microgrid without
considering the load pattern, it is assumed that only about 50% of the total power generation is covered
by renewable energy, the power deficit is covered using a previously installed diesel generator, and the
ESS capacity provides power for 0.7 days in the event of bad weather.

However, the time and cost incurred by preliminary investigation and analysis, including the load
pattern of the island, solar radiation, and wind speed, are relatively large compared to the project size.
The existing microgrid design in domestic islands, where detailed data are not available, appears to
have been designed in the above manner, which negatively affects the stability and economic feasibility
of their power systems.

2.2. New Method for Estimating the Load Pattern of the Microgrid

As stated above, to design a microgrid based on the limited data of power load, this paper
proposes a new method to estimate the load pattern using existing load pattern data to improve
reliability. The basic assumption of the estimation method of the load pattern is that if the generation
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pattern is similar, such as monthly or seasonal, then the hourly load pattern will also be similar.
The background for this assumption is that most islands in Korea, except in special cases such as
Jeju Island (tourism) and Geoje Island (shipbuilding), are highly likely to have similar patterns of
lifestyle, such as fishing or a combination of agriculture and fishing, so there will be similarities in
monthly or seasonal power usage patterns depending on the crops or fishing species, and there should
be similarity in hourly load patterns. In this study, the most realistic estimation method is found by
comparing the homogeneity of the pattern of annual (every month), seasonal, bi-monthly, and average
monthly generation.

Based on the steps for estimating power load, the estimated load pattern is created assuming
that only the amount of power used per island (eight existing islands) is known. By comparing the
estimated load pattern with the actual load pattern on an island, the similarity in load patterns is
verified statistically according to the estimation method. In addition, the optimal design method is
confirmed by comparing the design results of a microgrid system reflecting the estimated load patterns
produced by the new estimation method, with the similarities between the design results reflecting
the actual load patterns. Finally, from an economic standpoint, by comparing the results obtained
from estimating the new load pattern for the microgrids on islands, which have already been designed
and deployed with the degree of optimization, the improvement performance of the optimal design
through the new load pattern estimation is identified.

The annual (8760 h) power generation of the eight islands is summarized in Table 1, representing a
small island with power generation of 20 kW per hour to a large island with power generation of 2 MW
per hour, as shown in Figure 1. As each island has an independent power source involving only diesel
generators, it is assumed that the power generated per hour is the power consumed each hour. In the
eight islands, except for Islands 4 and 6, the annual power usage is relatively stable, and the power
peak is not remarkable. On the other hand, power consumption for Islands 4 and 6 is concentrated
at a specific time or a power peak is much larger than the average power consumption. Unevenness
of power consumption and power peak in the period is the main cause limiting the expansion of
renewable energy resources.

Table 1. Annual and average hourly generation of electricity.

Islands (Year) Annual (kWh) Hour Average (kWh)

Island 1 (2013) 15,523,026 1772.03
Island 2 (2014) 9,457,002 1079.57
Island 3 (2014) 3,142,132 358.69
Island 4 (2013) 1,940,766 221.55
Island 5 (2015) 1,096,024 125.12
Island 6 (2013) 513,409 58.61
Island 7 (2013) 425,034 48.52
Island 8 (2013) 197,211 22.51
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2.3. Load Pattern Estimation Steps and Method

The steps for estimating the annual hourly power pattern for any island for which only the
monthly power consumption is known are given in Figure 2. However, in Step 3, of the eight existing
islands, the island having the most significant difference in power generation is to be excluded from
the comparison based on the empirical judgement that the load pattern is very different.
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Figure 2. Estimation process for load pattern.

2.3.1. Calculation and Normalization of Monthly Power Consumption in Eight Existing Islands

The monthly power consumption, which is added up from hourly power generation (power
consumption), is shown in Figure 3. To compare each island, regardless of the amount of power
consumption, the normalized monthly power consumption, which is equal to the monthly power
consumption divided by the total annual power consumption on each island, is considered, as shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Power consumption with months for 1 year.

Figure 4. Normalized monthly power consumption with months for 1 year.

2.3.2. Normalization of Monthly Power Consumption of the Island to Be Estimated

Monthly normalized values can be obtained from the process described in Section 2.3.1 above,
using the power consumption indicated on the monthly bill for estimating the load patterns of any
island. To verify the reliability of the estimation method of the load pattern proposed in this paper,
assuming that each of the eight existing islands is a random one, the remaining seven islands will be
used to estimate the load pattern of one unknown island and check the similarity. First, it is assumed
that Island 5 is a random island and its load pattern is to be determined.

2.3.3. Calculation of the Square of the Difference between the Normalized Value of the Island to Be
Estimated and the Monthly Normalized Value of the Eight Existing Islands

To estimate the load pattern for any island, the most similar load patterns are selected using the
method of least squares, based on the previous electrical loads of all islands. The method of least
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squares is a statistical method based on the measured values, where a suitable sum of squares is
created and the values that minimize it are taken for processing [10]. To select the most similar pattern
using the method of least squares, the squares of the difference between the normalized value of
the monthly power consumption of the eight islands, obtained in Section 2.3.1, and the normalized
value of the monthly power consumption of Island 5, estimated in Section 2.3.2, are shown in Figure 5.
Then, Island 1, which has the largest gap in the total annual power generation and is expected to
have quite different load pattern from the target island, and Island 5 (oneself), which is assumed to be
random, are excluded.
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2.3.4. Calculation of the Total Value for a Given Period

(1) Estimation of annual comparison

Based on the least squares method, Island 5’s value is normalized to zero for analysis purposes.
The annual comparison estimation indicates that Island 3, which is the island with the lowest total
value in Figure 5, is the most similar to Island 5, whose load pattern is to be estimated. Accordingly,
the annual load pattern of Island 5 is estimated using that of Island 3. By multiplying the annual load
pattern of Island 3 with the ratio of the total annual power generation size of Island 3 and Island 5,
the annual load pattern of Island 5 can be obtained. This process is described in Figure 6.
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(2) Estimation of seasonal (3-month) comparison

The values shown in Table 1 are summed in Table 2 for each season (Spring: March to May,
Summer: June to August, Autumn: September to November, Winter: December to February).
The corresponding period load pattern for the islands with the lowest values for each unit period is
used to estimate the corresponding period load pattern for Island 5 (to be estimated). The absolute size
is adjusted by multiplying the ratio of the total annual generation of the selected and estimated island
by unit period. The steps and method of estimating are described in Figure 7. While the estimation
method for the annual (every month) period selects the island with the lowest sum of the squares for
12 months, that for three months (seasonal) selects the corresponding islands with the lowest sum of
the squares for each unit period.

Table 2. Total squares of difference of normalized sum of power consumption by season between
Island 5 (to be estimated) and remaining islands.

Month Island 1 Island 2 Island 3 Island 4 Island 5 Island 6 Island 7 Island 8

3–5 - 0.29704 0.11412 0.51333 - 0.10278 0.52587 0.03708
6–8 - 0.10103 0.05447 2.13486 - 0.03404 0.14993 0.08541
9–11 - 0.0465 0.00702 0.15398 - 0.16852 0.2298 0.17995
12–2 - 0.5922 0.11489 0.8287 - 0.16451 0.1845 0.02427
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(3) Estimation of monthly comparison

Similar to the above seasonal (every three months) load estimation steps and methods, the values
shown in Table 1 are summed in Table 3 for two month periods (January–February, March–April,
May–June, July–August, September–October, and November–December). The corresponding period
load pattern for the islands with the lowest values for each unit period is used to estimate the
corresponding period load pattern for Island 5 (to be estimated). The absolute size is adjusted by
multiplying the ratio of the total annual generation of the selected and estimated islands by unit.
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Table 3. Total squares of difference of normalized sum of power consumption by two month periods
between Island 5 (to be estimated) and the rest of islands.

Month Island 1 Island 2 Island 3 Island 4 Island 5 Island 6 Island 7 Island 8

1–2 - 0.06067 0.02365 0.74076 - 0.0531 0.07677 0.02156
3–4 - 0.17716 0.08179 0.51021 - 0.10243 0.10253 0.03201
5–6 - 0.20062 0.04608 0.00844 - 0.00998 0.56798 0.01516
7–8 - 0.02029 0.04072 2.12954 - 0.02441 0.00529 0.07532
9–10 - 0.01564 0.00487 0.1392 - 0.05116 0.06804 0.08475

11–12 - 0.56239 0.09339 0.10272 - 0.22877 0.26949 0.09791

(4) Estimation of monthly average load consumption

The monthly average load consumption estimation, which is similar to the manner in which the
monthly bills are issued, is the process of dividing the monthly generation into hours and converting
it into the average generation per hour without any comparison. This is described in Figure 8.
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1 year.

2.3.5. Comparison between Load Pattern Estimation Results Using Estimation Method and Actual
Load Pattern

A total of 32 load patterns are estimated using four methods on the annual load patterns of the
eight existing islands. A comparison of similarities with the actual load pattern using the method of
least squares, which is obtained by adding the sum of differences between load unit times, is shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Analysis of similarity for load pattern estimation methods with different periods

Periods Island 1 Island 2 Island 3 Island 4 Island 5 Island 6 Island 7 Island 8

Annual 939.3 236.8 55.6 34.2 6.8 1.38 0.54 0.26
Seasonal 676.8 199.1 50.7 16.9 7.4 1.53 0.62 0.23

Bi-monthly 753.1 273.6 44.7 21 8 1.21 0.78 0.16
Monthly average 253.6 171.2 18.4 24.6 4.6 1.13 0.73 0.13

Because the method to add up the squares of the difference between the actual loads is used,
the monthly average load consumption estimation is found to be the most similar in six islands. In the
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remaining two islands, the bi-monthly and annual (every month) estimation methods are the most
similar. This results by examining the similarity in the form of the estimated load pattern, so that the
results of the microgrid design using the respective estimated load pattern can be analyzed and finally
be presented in this paper.

2.4. Microgrid Design Using Estimated Load Pattern

To verify the reliability of the power load modeling methods proposed above, the results of an
optimal new and renewable energy combination, which is calculated by applying the load patterns
estimated from the four proposed methods for the existing eight islands, and those of the microgrid
design obtained by applying the actual load pattern, are compared. Comparing the optimal capacities
of the solar generator, wind generator, and ESS based on the load pattern estimated by the four
load estimations for the eight islands and the optimum capacity based on the actual load pattern,
the method of load estimation derived from the most similar results is determined. Weather data from
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA) are used.

The microgrid design includes consideration of diesel generators, wind turbines, solar generators,
and ESS installations. The objective function of the design is to optimize the total cost, considering
both installation and maintenance costs, reducing these to a minimum. When analyzing the economic
feasibility of the ESS installed at grid-connected commercial and industry buildings, the basic electric
charge reductions through discharge in power peak time are a major factor. However, the stand-alone
microgrids covered in this study are subject to analysis at the expense of installation and maintenance,
ignoring the effect of the basic electric charges. In addition, it is necessary to account for the Renewable
Energy Certificate (REC), the costs of the carbon-trading rights transactions, etc., to reflect the reality
in the market being driven by government policies. However, these are not considered for modeling
stand-alone microgrids as there are no obvious applications and the cost-varying factors associated
with policy changes are very large. The list of cost-varying factors is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. List of the cost-varying factors.

The Cost-Varying Factors Design Condition

PV Capacity design in kW unit
Application of the base unit price for supporting the supply of Korea Energy Agency

Wind Design Capacity: 3 kW, 10 kW, 100 kW, 250 kW
Application of manufacturer’s sale price

ESS Capacity design in kW unit
Application of the base unit price for supporting the supply of Korea Energy Agency

Diesel 0.328 $/kWh

Land costs 30 $/kWh
Annual maintenance costs are 2% of the reference unit price.

Lifespan 25 years (PV), 20 years (Wind), 10 years (ESS)
Discount rate: 2.42%

Repair costs 2% per year for PV and wind

The facility’s capacity is constructed to minimize the costs of annual generation, the design is
performed using the optimization derivation program developed to calculate the operation strategy,
and detailed application function forms and a limiting condition are applied, as shown below.

The mathematical model for a stand-alone microgrid design is modeled to minimize the objective
function of the total cost, as shown in Equation (1):

min(CPV xPV + Cwtxwt + Cbattxbatt +
8760

∑
t=1

Cdiesel Pdiesel) (1)
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CPV : Installation operating costs of PV ($/kW)
xPV : Capacity of PV (kW)
Cwt: Installation operating costs of wind power ($/kW)
xwt: Capacity of wind (kW)
Cbatt: Operating costs of battery ($/kWh)
xbatt: Capacity of battery (kWh)
Cdiesel : Unit price of diesel ($/kWh)
Pdiesel : Diesel power generation (kWh)

As a physical constraint on the objective function shown in Equation (1), the application of the
demand–supply balance is expressed as in Equation (2):

Pload(t)/ηpcs = PPV(t) + Pwt(t) + Pdisch(t)− Pch(t) + Pdiesel(t)/ηpcs (2)

Pload(t): Electrical energy demand by hour
ηpcs(t): Efficiency of the power conversion system (PCS)
PPV(t): PV power generation per hour
Pwt(t): Wind power generation per hour
Pdisch(t): Battery discharge per hour
Pch(t): Battery charge per hour

As a diesel generator is an AC generator, it supplies electricity directly to the AC loads. However,
renewable power sources and batteries are DC sources, so electricity generated from them is converted
into AC power through the PCS and then supplied to loads. Therefore, the efficiency of the PCS should
be considered.

The conditions for battery storage energy are expressed by Equation (3):

Ebatt(t + 1) = Ebatt(t) + ηbattPch(t)− Pdisch(t)/ηbatt (3)

where Ebatt(t) is electrical energy stored in battery per hour and ηbatt is efficiency of battery.
Equation (4) reflects the condition that it is not possible to charge and discharge the battery

simultaneously:
Pdisch(t)Pch(t) = 0 (4)

In practice, the above nonlinear conditions cannot be directly considered in a linear plan. However,
it is possible to add a very small number ε (≈ 10−4) to the objective function, multiplied by the
charge and discharge term (ε∑8760

t=1 (Pch(t) + Pdisch(t))), to derive a valid result considering the above
conditions. The battery storage energy limit is expressed as in Equation (5):

β1xbatt ≤ Ebatt(t) ≤ β2xbatt (5)

In the above equation, β1 and β2 are constants representing the minimum and maximum electrical
energy stored in the battery that must be maintained for the battery condition, expressed in terms
of the percentage of battery capacity. In Equation (5), typical operating conditions, where depth of
discharge (DOD) is 15% (minimum) and 85% (maximum), are applied.

In addition, as the constraint to deploy a system in which more than a certain percentage of total
electrical energy demand is covered by renewable generation based on the given meteorological and
load data, the conditions in Equation (6) are reflected, where α is the target rate of renewable power
generation:

8760

∑
t=1

Pdiesel ≤ (1 − α)
8760

∑
t=1

Pload (6)
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A technique is applied to perform the renewable energy optimization process using the objective
function, with the code written on MATLAB (2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using the Gurobi
optimizer under a high-speed workstation. It also helps to find the lowest cost sources of power
generation and battery configurations that meet a given percentage of total annual power demand with
renewable energy. The optimization simulation was performed by changing the share of renewable
energy generation from 10% to 90% in increments of 10%. The calculation time for each step took
approximately 15 min. Linear planning, the most popular technique for solving optimization problems,
is performed under the assumption that the PCS performance curves are linear and there are no losses
during battery filling operations.

The configuration of the energy system for the reliability improvement analysis of the microgrid
design is shown in Figure 9. PV power is supplied to consumers (loads) rather than to the battery.
For wind generators, in response to their intermittency, the produced electricity is supplied directly to
the demand source if there is demand, but stored in the battery if there is no demand [11–13].
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The installation costs for the system configuration are applied as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Installation costs used in the evaluation.

Energy System Install Cost ($/ea) Land Rental Cost ($/ea/yr) Total Cost ($)

PV 3165.6 30 3195.6
ESS 904.6 - 904.6

Wind

10 (kW) 80,000 300 80,300
100 (kW) 700,000 3000 703,000
250 (kW) 900,000 22,500 922,500
750 (kW) 1,500,000 22,500 1,522,500
1500 (kW) 4,200,000 45,000 4,245,000

With the application of the load pattern calculated using the four load pattern estimation methods
for the eight islands, a microgrid power system that achieves the lowest generation unit price while
satisfying the renewable energy ratio ranging from 10% to 90% (changing by policy) with 10% gaps has
been designed. The estimation method of the load pattern with the most similar facility configurations
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using the method of least squares through the differences in capacity of each facility according to the
actual load patterns is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Similarity analysis of microgrid facility configuration designed between real and estimated
load patterns.

Islands Annual (Every Month) Seasonal Two Months Monthly Average

Island 1 101,705.5 113,811.5 126,945.9 124,234.2
Island 2 76,072.5 133,509.1 131,126.7 123,154.6
Island 3 105,868.0 121,741.2 121,731.3 116,241.0
Island 4 119,494.0 126,163.4 119,608.3 128,938.3
Island 5 92,107.7 105,226.0 120,248.2 117,979.0
Island 6 108,109.0 99,054.6 107,807.2 104,546.3
Island 7 111,699.2 114,846.4 134,467.0 120,511.3
Island 8 124,495.5 119,025.1 101,442.6 133,344.4

Unlike the formative similarity in the load pattern identified in Section 2.3.5 above, the least
squares method in Table 7 clearly shows that most of the annual results (six out of eight islands)
are at the minimum, meaning that the annual (every month) estimation would follow typical loads
more closely.

3. Verification of Effectiveness of the Proposed Load Pattern Estimation Method

Based on the results so far, annual (every month) estimation is selected as the most realistic
measure to estimate the load pattern in this paper. To improve the economic efficiency by considering
the effects of actual application, the annual load patterns are estimated for the microgrid design of
Islands 5 and 7 depending on the proposed load pattern estimation method. It is based on actual
microgrid facilities of existing eight islands, whose load patterns are known. Next, a microgrid facility
configuration is designed using the optimization program. Finally, the economy of the microgrid
design is compared with that of the actual facility.

3.1. Comparison of Actual Facilities in Island 5 and Those Designed Using the Proposed Load Pattern
Estimation Method

Island 5, which has a total annual power generation of 1,096,024 kWh, consists of diesel generators,
a PV generator of 30 kW, a wind generator of 500 kW (250 kW × 2), and an ESS with 1860 kWh capacity.
The simulation of power operation using the actual load pattern in Island 5 and the above capacity of
the power source show that battery overcharging occurs due to imbalances between the installation
capacities. In practice, in the case of Island 5, the capacity of the wind generator is larger than the
overall island’s load. For stability of the power system, the wind power generator is connected to the
battery in series to supply stabilized battery power to the power grid. If the battery is fully charged,
the operating strategy is that the wind power generator (that has a large capacity) is temporarily
stopped. By reflecting this operating strategy in the simulation, about 30% of the total power load
would be covered by the renewable energy sources and ESS. In this case, approximately $687,061 is
analyzed to be incurred annually. In comparison, under the load pattern estimation method proposed
in this study, if the proportion of renewable energy supply is assumed at 30%, a microgrid facility
including PV of 306 kW, wind power of 20 kW, and ESS of 1231 kWh would be constructed, as shown
in Table 8. In this case, the total annual generation cost is estimated to be $431,996, as shown in Table 9.

Table 8. Installed capacity and modeled one by estimated load pattern for Island 5.

Design Method PV (kW) Wind (kW) ESS (kWh)

Installed Capacity 30 500 1860
Modeling Capacity 306 20 1231
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Table 9. Economic comparison of operation costs by estimated load pattern for Island 5.

Design Method Annual Generation (kWh) Annual Cost ($) Generation Cost ($/kWh)

Installed Capacity 1,097,937 687,061 0.626
Modeling Capacity 1,098,738 431,996 0.393

The results of the load pattern estimation method proposed in this paper show that designing a
microgrid facility saves $255,065 per year in generation costs compared to that of the existing facility.
Analysis indicates that the unit price per kWh is 0.393 $/kWh, which results in an approximate cost
reduction of 37.2%, as shown in Figure 10.
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To analyze the reliability improvements of modeling using the estimation method of the load
pattern, the installation capacity is calculated through the optimization program using the actual
load pattern. When comparing this result with that of the modeling method used in this study,
the generation unit price drop can be as low as 0.065 $/kWh compared to the 0.393 $/kWh predicted
in this study.

3.2. Comparison of Actual Facilities in Island 7 and Those Designed Using the Proposed Load Pattern
Estimation Method

Island 7, which has a total annual power generation of 425,034 kWh, consists of diesel generators,
a PV generator of 120 kW, a wind generator of 30 kW (3 kW × 10), and an ESS of 1200 kWh. Island 7
was originally designed with the purpose of supplying 50% electricity from renewable energy sources.
As a result of simulation of the power operation using known load patterns and the installed capacity,
about 48% of all power loads are found to be supplied through renewable energy, which is consistent
with the originally intended design capacity. The total annual cost of power generation is estimated at
approximately $249,543.

The optimization using load pattern estimation is constructed from a PV of 136 kW, wind of
10 kW, and ESS of 698 kWh, as shown in Table 10. In this case, the total annual generation costs are
analyzed as shown in Table 11.
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Table 10. Installed capacity and modeled one by estimated load pattern for Island 7.

Design Method PV (kW) Wind (kW) ESS (kWh)

Installed Capacity 120 30 1200
Modeling Capacity 136 10 698

Table 11. Economic comparison of operation costs by estimated load pattern for Island 7.

Design Method Annual Generation (kWh) Annual Cost ($) Generation Cost ($/kWh)

Installed Capacity 452,034 249,540 0.587
Modeling Capacity 425,041 174,994 0.412

In addition, the configuration of the optimized design facilities using actual loads is shown in
Table 12. In this case, the generation unit price is 0.402 $/kWh, as shown in Table 13, which is about
0.01 $/kWh lower than the optimized generation unit price applied with the load pattern estimation
results proposed in this paper, as shown in Figure 11.

Table 12. Comparison of optimized capacity by real load pattern with modeling one using estimated
load pattern for Island 7.

Design Method PV (kW) Wind (kW) ESS (kWh)

Optimized Capacity 142 10 688
Modeling Capacity 136 10 698

Table 13. Economic comparison of operation cost between optimized capacity by real load pattern and
modeling one using estimated load pattern for Island 7.

Design Method Annual Generation (kWh) Annual Cost ($) Generation Cost ($/kWh)

Optimized Capacity 434,992 174,708 0.402
Modeling Capacity 425,041 174,994 0.412
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, to improve the reliability of the microgrid design in the island region using PV and
wind power generators, ESS, and diesel generators, which are currently being actively distributed
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under government policies for energy-independent islands, a reliable load pattern estimation method
was proposed and its feasibility was verified. To reflect the difficulty of obtaining the necessary
information in the design of microgrids, a system with interdisciplinary integration convergence
was designed with limited information such as the load patterns of eight islands, for the first time,
with assistance based on big data treatment. The load pattern was estimated using the actual loads
of eight islands, comparing their load patterns under design with those of annual (every month),
seasonal, bi-monthly, and monthly averages. The optimal configuration of renewable energy sources
was simulated using the estimated load pattern, and the actual load was then used to compare with
the calculation results.

Based on monthly power consumption information, the load pattern was estimated using four
methods, and the optimized facility capacity in the microgrid resulting from the optimization program
was then analyzed for its similarity with the results obtained using the actual load pattern. As a result,
the estimation method compared with the monthly power generation for 12 months was found to be
the most similar.

Accordingly, the estimation method of the load pattern based on the annual (every month)
estimation method was considered to be optimal for six of the eight islands.

Finally, the results of load pattern estimation method proposed in this study were compared
with those of calculation for the optimal facility capacity in the operating microgrids for two islands.
From the analysis, the proposed method provided economic improvements, reducing the unit price of
power generation by 37.2% and 29.8% for two islands.

In addition, if related agencies were to publish considerable data related to power consumption,
it is expected to be of great help in enhancing the reliability of design and operation of renewable
energy resources and stand-alone microgrid networks. Furthermore, solutions implementing DR
(demand response) and/or DLC (direct load control) strategies using this approach without considering
marginal design in the capacity of a system should be beneficial and of interest for future research.

Author Contributions: Chang Koo Lee developed his own primary load pattern model for the microgrid network
based on the analysis of power consumption in the eight islands, and confirmed the model with the simulation
process to suggest the optimal combination of PVs, wind power, and ESS which would be critical in designing
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experimental data analysis for different periods in different areas. Hyung Keun Ahn integrated the microgrid
model with respect to load patterns to provide reliable power resources, such as PVs, wind power, and ESS
capacities, which is one of the hottest subjects related to microgrid networks in near future.
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